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Lightbox Imaging Helps Set Hollywood on Fire!

Lightbox Imaging Retouches Photos for Hollywood stunt performer

Dec. 14, 2009 - PRLog -- For over 15 years Lightbox Imaging’s owner and photographer, Chris Staley, has
provided commercial photographs and photographic retouching services that stand out from the rest.
Lightbox Imaging delivers professional high-impact affordable images every time. Visit our website at
http://www.lightbox-imaging.com for more information. 

Recently, Chris had the opportunity to let his talents blaze west while providing photographic services for a
professional stunt performer in Hollywood! Chris retouched photos of Professional Stunt Performer Eric
Linden performing a fire burn. By using photo retouching on photos provided by Action Factory, LLC,
Chris created clean crisp photos to be used on the Action Factory website’s Fire Setups slideshow,
http://www.AFstunts.com.  Chris did not add any effects to the practical fire.

The below photos show you before and after retouching was completed. You can clearly see the quality
work that Lightbox Imaging always provides.

Eric Linden has performed a long list of professional stunts for TV, Web, and Film including:

?   Action Factory, LLC          Website Video on Fire Setups

?   NCIS: Los Angeles          DBL Chris O'Donnell

?   LOST - The Incident: Part 2       Fire Specialist

?   Flash Forward - ABC          Fire Burn

?   The Last Airbender          http://www.thelastairbender.com

His full resume and credentials can be found at http://www.EricLinden.com You can also view a video of
the fire burn on YouTube

# # #

Commercial Photographer offering photographic services including photo retouching and illustration. From
fashion to industrial on site or in studio with full kitchen and stylists available.

--- End ---

Source Lightbox Imaging
City/Town Lewis Center
State/Province Ohio
Zip 43035
Country United States
Industry Advertising, Marketing, Photography
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